Museum of Classical Archaeology

Sense the Statues
Go on the hunt for these statues. Complete our sensory challenges and strike a pose!

1. Bay A. Medusa
   Can you spot Medusa's snakes and her panther?
   What noise does a panther make?

2. Bay B. Zeus
   Mimic his pose, can you tell what he is doing?
   Imagine this statue coming alive.
   What would he say to you?

3. Bay C. Apollo
   Look at how the god Apollo is standing. What do you think he is trying to tell the badly behaved, fighting creatures all around him?

Go on the hunt for these statues. Complete our sensory challenges and strike a pose!
4. Bay D/E Athena
Can you spot her owl and snake? What noises do snakes and owls make? If they came alive what would they do?

5. Bay E Artemis
Mimic her pose, what is she doing? Can you spot Artemis' sandals, diadem, deer and arrows?

6. Bay G Wrestlers
What is happening here? Imagine they came alive, what would they say to the statues around them?

7. Bay J The Boxer
Can you spot the Boxer's gloves, sandals, swollen ear and nose? If he came alive what would he say to you? What mood is he in?